The risk of being an
entrepreneur -- who
pursues opportunities
without regard to
resources currently
controlled -- is less than
the risk of a "real job"

Be clear about:
Why are you
doing this?
What do you
want to be?

Companies that write
down their content
marketing mission and
goals and review them
regularly outperform
those that don't

Write down your
goals, look at them
daily, share them with
a friend, and update
your friend weekly

Financial goals,
Family goals,
Spiritual goals,
Mental goals,
Physical goals,
Philanthropic
goals

Example: Moz
pivoted from
consulting to
software, grew from
$450,000 in 2007 to
$29 million in 2013

Most startups fail

Be ready for the
unexpected:
prepare to pivot

Build on your
competency
and your
passion

1. Improve
your odds of
success by
33%: write
down your
goals

Become your
audience's
expert
resource

Example:
Andy
Schneider,
the Chicken
Whisperer

Put audience
needs first

2. Find your
sweet spot &
add audience

Differentiate
your content:
Identify a niche
with little to no
competition

3. Find your
unique content
tilt (or hook)

The New Content Inc.
Business Model: Build
Your Audience First,
Define Products &
Services Second

7.
Monetize

Plan on
multiple
revenue
sources such
as advertising,
subscriptions,
conferences/
events, paid
content

Content Inc.
Message Map

Explore
opportunities:
what products
and services
are subscribers
asking you for?
Software,
consulting,
events?

Example: In its first 13
years, ESPN was only
a cable channel. Now
it's the most profitable
media brand,
extending into radio,
websites, magazine,
Twitter, podcasts,
documentaries

Start by building your minimum
viable audience
Be patient. Don't quit too soon

Consistently
generate
content
through one
key channel

4. Build
your
base

Example: Claus
Pilgaard working at
the intersection of
performance art and
how chili peppers
taste

Example: For its first
4 years, CMI offered
only a blog. Later it
branched out to
events, podcasts,
magazines, awards

Make a mindful choice: whether to
build on owned ground (yourblog)
vs. leased ground (social media)
Plan the right content schedule
and hire the right staff to execute

5. Harvest
your
audience

6.
Diversify
Example: The
Content
Marketing
Institute pivoted
from consulting
to education;
went from nearly
dead to the Inc.
500 fastestgrowing
companies,
growing revenue
50% a year

Reposition a content
area, for example, as
content marketing
repositioned marketing

The most
successful
Content Inc.
entrepreneurs
start with a blog,
a book and
public speaking

Build
content
extensions,
acquire
assets

Branch out
into digital,
in-person
and print
media

Use
influencer
marketing
to steal
audience
from
others

Use the tools
of SEO,
keywords,
social media,
testing,
earned,
owned &
paid
distribution

Plan to repurpose your content. Start
with one story, then repurpose. For
example, turn your blogs into a book,
or podcasts or videos

Your goal is to turn
one-time readers
into subscribers. But
not all subscribers
are created equal.
Some are more
valuable than
others; see how
they rank in the
subscriber hierarchy

Subscriber hierarchy:
1. Email subscribers
2. Print subscribers
3. LinkedIn connections
4. Twitter subscribers
5. iTunes subscribers
6. Medium/Tumblr/
Instagram/Pinterest
subscribers
7. YouTube subscribers
8. Facebook fans

